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7 Performance issues in optical burst/packet 
switching 
D. Careglio (chapter editor), J. Aracil , S. Azodolmolky , J. García-Haro, 
S. Gunreben, G. Hu, M. Izal,  A. Kimsas, M. Klinkowski, M. Köhn, 
E. Magaña, D. Morató, P. Pavón-Mariño, J. Perelló, J. Scharf, S. Spadaro, 
I. Tomkos, A. Tzanakaki, J. Veiga-Gontán. 
Abstract. This chapter summarises the activities on optical packet switching 
(OPS) and optical burst switching (OBS) carried out by the COST 291 partners in 
the last 4 years. It consists of an introduction, five sections with contributions on 
five different specific topics, and a final section dedicated to the conclusions. Each 
section contains an introductive state-of-the-art description of the specific topic 
and at least one contribution on that topic. The conclusions give some points on 
the current situation of the OPS/OBS paradigms. 
7.1 Introduction 
Optical Burst Switching (OBS) [84] and Optical Packet Switching (OPS) [16] 
have arisen as an alternative to low-flexible wavelength switching network and are 
still gaining considerations in the research community. 
The principal design objective for an OBS/OPS network is that aggregated user 
data is carried transparently as an optical signal, without O/E/O conversion. This 
optical signal goes through the switches that have either none or very limited buff-
ering capabilities. Besides, the control information is carried separately from the 
user data either in time (OPS) or in space (OBS). In such a network the wave-
lengths are temporally utilised and shared between different connections. It in-
creases network flexibility and its adaptability to the bursty characteristics of IP 
traffic.  
An OBS/OPS network consists of a set of electronic edge nodes and optical core 
nodes connected by WDM links (see Fig. 7.1). At the edge nodes, client packets of 
the same forwarding equivalence class are assembled into containers (called bursts 
in OBS and packets in OPS). This process is usually called burstification or pack-
etisation. After transmission through the network towards their destination the 
containers are disassembled at the egress and the original client packets are for-
warded to the client network. Each container is composed of a data payload (usu-
ally also referred simply as burst or packet) and a header packet (HP). The HP is 
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generated when the burstification process is finished and carries all the informa-
tion necessary to discriminate the burst or packet inside the network, like for in-
stance, the traffic class or its length. Inside the network the control information is 
processed electronically, whilst the data payload is transmitted all-optically, with-





Fig. 7.1. a) OPS node and network architecture, b) OBS node and network architecture. δs is the 
switching time, Δ is the processing time, and OT is the offset time (only for OBS). 
It has to be mentioned that in the case of OBS network, two different signalling 
protocols have been proposed adapting the ATM block transfer (ABT) standard 
designed for burst-switching ATM networks [47]: 
• Tell-and-Wait (TAW) signalling based on delayed transmission [29]. The TAW 
protocol, which is recognised sometimes as a two-way signalling protocol, per-
forms an end-to-end resources reservation with acknowledgment in advance of 
the burst transmission. 
• Tell-and-Go (TAG) signalling based on immediate transmission [84]. The TAG 
protocol operates with a one-way signalling and it allocates transmission re-
sources on-the-fly, a while before the burst payload arrives to a node. 
The majority of research attentions are put on the one-way signalling model since 
two-way signalling protocols may present some concerns on the latency produced 
during the connection establishment process. For this reason this chapter only fo-
cus on an OBS network adopting the TAG signalling scheme, which is also the so-
lution adopted in OPS networks. 
According to this scheme, each core node must process on the fly the control in-
formation. In OPS network (Fig. 7.1(a)), the HP is usually time separated from the 
optical packet by a guard-time in the order of tens of nanoseconds which helps the 
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extraction of the HP from the optical packet. In OBS network (Fig. 7.1(b)), the HP 
is delivered to the core node with some offset time prior to its burst data payload. 
While in the OBS network, the offset time is introduced in order to give time for 
both processing the control information and reconfiguring the switching matrix, in 
OPS this delay time is supplied by the fibre delay unit introduced at the input in-
terface which delays the arrive of the optical packets. 
Once received at the core nodes, the HP is processed in an electronic controller. 
The controller performs several functions, among others the burst forwarding and 
resources reservation. The forwarding function, which is related to the network 
routing, is responsible for determination of an output link (port) the data container 
is destined to. The resources reservation function makes a booking of a wave-
length in the output link for the incoming data container. In case the wavelength is 
occupied by another burst a contention resolution mechanism, if exists, is applied. 
In case no resources are available for the incoming data, it is lost. After the data 
transmission is finished in a node the resources can be released for other connec-
tions. 
Briefly, the main differences between OPS and OBS are: 
• OPS uses short data containers (optical packets in the order of one to tens of 
microseconds), the HP (the control information) is attached at the head of the 
data packets and therefore both (control and data) use the same channel (i.e., 
in-band control), and finally the switching and control elements must be able to 
operate very fast (less than one microseconds). 
• OBS uses large data containers (optical bursts in the order of tens to thousands 
of microseconds), the HP is transmitted out-of-band in a separate channel than 
the data bursts (but a close time relationship is required between control and 
data), and less time demanding are required for switching and control elements 
(tens to hundreds of microseconds). 
It has to be noticed that the time demanding of the switching and control opera-
tions is a consequence of the length of the data containers; shorter data containers 
require faster operations in order to service the faster arrival rate and to optimize 
the utilisation of the channel capacity. 
In summary the OBS/OPS paradigms support highly dynamic traffic in future 
networks. By switching on a burst/packet level in the optical data plane it provides 
on the one hand a much greater flexibility than a network based on circuit switch-
ing. With processing of information in the electrical domain, they avoid on the 
other hand severe technological challenges as for example optical signal process-
ing. 
The rest of the chapter summarises the research activities on OPS and OBS carried 
out by the COST 291 partners in the last 4 years. In the following, we include five 
sections with contributions on five different specific topics, namely OBS/OPS per-
formance (Section 7.2), burstification mechanisms (Section 7.3), QoS provision-
ing (Section 7.4), routing algorithms (Section 7.5) and TCP over OBS networks 
(Section 7.6). Each section contains an introductive state-of-the-art description of 
the specific topic and at least one contribution on that topic. 
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Section 7.7 concludes the chapter with some discussions on the current situation 
of the OPS/OBS paradigms. 
Some other aspects such as interoperability with control plane, physical layer con-
straints, burst switch architectures, test-beds implementation and verification, are 
not discussed in this chapter. A survey on OBS networks covering some of these 
issues is presented in [3]. 
7.2 OBS/OPS performance 
7.2.1 Introduction and state-of-the-art 
Two operations mainly determine the performance of the OBS/OPS networks: re-
source reservation and contention resolution.  
The resources reservation process concerns the reservation of resources necessary 
for switching and transmission of data containers from input to output port. The 
resource reservation starts from the setup and finishes after the resource release. 
Both resources setup and release can be either explicit or estimated. Different re-
sources reservation algorithms have been proposed adopting the above rules: 
• Just-In-Time (JIT) [100] – performs an immediate resource reservation. It 
checks for the wavelength availability just at the moment of processing of 
header packet.  
• Horizon [96] – performs estimated setup and resources release. It is based on 
the knowledge of the latest time at which the wavelengths are currently sched-
uled to be in use. 
• Just-Enough-Time (JET) [105] – performs estimated setup and resources re-
lease. It reserves resources just only for the time of data transmission. 
JET is one of the most efficient mechanisms, with improved data loss probability 
when comparing to other algorithms. A disadvantage is its high complexity com-
pared to the O(1) runtime of Horizon and JIT [14]. 
The search of the resources can be based on several policies being the simplest 
ones based on random or round-robin. More advanced policies [101] are: 
• Latest Available Unscheduled Channel (LAUC), which is a Horizon-type algo-
rithm, keeps a track of the latest unscheduled resources and searches for a 
wavelength with the earliest available allocation; 
• Void-Filling (VF), which is a JET-based algorithm, keeps a track of the latest 
unused resources and allows putting a data container into a time gaps before the 
arrival of a future scheduled one. VF algorithms achieve better performance 
than Horizon-based ones, however, at the cost of high processing complexity. 
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The resources available for the reservation depend on the capabilities of the nodes. 
Indeed, in case two or more containers pretend to use the same resource, a conten-
tion resolution must be applied. Two factors complicate the contention resolution: 
unpredictable and low-regular traffic statistics, and the lack of optical random ac-
cess memories. The contention can be resolved with the assistance of following 
mechanisms: 
• Wavelength conversion (WC) [20] – converts the frequency of a contending 
data container all-optically to other, available wavelength; 
• Deflection routing (DR) [11] – forwards a data container spatially, in the 
switching matrix, to another output port; 
• Fibre delay line (FDL) buffering [16] – operates in time domain and resolves 
the contention by delaying the departure of one of data containers by a specific 
period of time. 
In case none of mechanisms can resolve the contention, the data container is 
dropped. 
The wavelength conversion is natural way to resolve contention. A drawback of 
this mechanism, however, is high cost of WC devices, especially, in case of a full-
wavelength conversion, which is performed in wide frequency range. Some solu-
tions make use of limited or shared wavelength conversion capabilities (e.g., [26]). 
Application of deflection routing is almost cost-less since no additional devices 
are necessary for this mechanism. On the other hand, it was shown that deflection 
routing can improves network performance under low and moderate traffic loads 
whilst it may intensify data losses under high loads [110]. Another drawback that 
has to be managed properly is the out-of-order arrival. 
Even if one of the principal design objectives was to build a buffer-less network, 
the application of FDL buffering is considered as well. Both feed-forward and 
feed-back FDL buffer architectures can be used [45]. In [32] it was shown that 
combined application of FDL buffering with WC can significantly reduce data 
loss probability. Some of these results are illustrated in Section 7.6. 
Several analytical studies have been proposed to model the behaviour of the re-
source reservation and contention resolution in OBS/OPS nodes (e.g., [2,9]). Sec-
tion 7.2.2 studies the accuracy on the use of balking models to analytically esti-
mate the blocking probabilities in OBS nodes that use Fibre Delay Lines (FDLs). 
Section 7.2.3 compares the two different switch architectures for OPS nodes, 
namely Input-Buffered Wavelength Routed (IBWR) switch and Output Buffered 
(OB) switch.  
To enhance the performance of the OBS networks, some hybrid approaches have 
been proposed employing more than one switching paradigm like Optical Burst 
Transport Network (OBTN) [34], Overspill Routing in Optical Networks 
(ORION) [97] or Optical Migration Capable Networks with Service Guarantees 
(OpMiGua) [6]. Section 7.2.4 presents a comparison between a generic OBS node 
and the OpMiGua node by means of a qualitative and quantitative analysis. In or-
der to achieve a maximum of comparability both models are chosen as similar as 
possible and especially are fed with identical traffic. 
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7.2.2 On the use of balking for estimation of the blocking 
probability for OBS routers with FDL lines 
Burst blocking probability is the primary performance measure for OBS networks. 
Typical approach to reduce blocking probability is increasing the time during 
which an incoming request can be satisfied. This is usually made by storing the 
packet to be served in memory waiting for delivery at a later time. But since opti-
cal buffering is not available at the moment, nor it is a foreseeable technology that 
will appear in the close future, optical switch designers resort to alternate solutions 
such as the Fibre Delay Lines (FDLs). Due to the limited delay availability, a 
buffered burst may be dropped if the output port/wavelength occupation persists 
when the burst is to exit the FDL. 
Typical approaches to this system assume N input and output ports c wavelengths 
per port and full wavelength conversion capability. Let us assume that the c wave-
lengths of an output port are occupied (namely the output port is blocked). An ar-
rival to the system that finds the output port blocked will not enter an FDL if the 
delay provided by the FDLs is not large enough to hold the burst during the sys-
tem blocking time; namely if the output port residual life is larger than the delay 
provided by the fibres. A queuing system in which arrivals decide on whether to 
enter the system based on the system state (number of users, current delay, etc) is 
called a balking system or a system with discouraged arrivals [37]. For instance, 
an M/M/c/K system falls within this category, since arrivals will not enter the sys-
tem if K customers are already inside it. 
We describe the system as a continuous-time discrete Markov chain that repre-
sents the number of bursts in the output port (c servers and FDLs). The balking 
model incorporates the probability that a burst is dropped, i.e. the probability that 
a burst does not enter the system because the FDL is too short to hold the burst for 
the system residual life, into transition rates of states with index i >= c, as shown 
on Fig. 7.2. 
 
Fig. 7.2. {Xt, t > 0}, number of bursts in the output port  
The probabilities βk in a system with FDLs of length L are βn-c = P(Tn > L). They 
depend on Tn the residual life of state n which is the sum of the residual life of the 
blocked state and the departure time of every previous burst in the FDL. Tn can be 
calculated as a close expression for a Poisson-distributed arrival and burst length 
system. From this expression the steady state probabilities πn for every state can 
be expressed as seen in (2). This is the model that has been proposed in [9,67]. 
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On [72] we describe simulations performed to check the model on scenarios of 10 
Gbps wavelengths in number c from 8 to 128. The burst average size was set to 15 
kBytes, which is the average file size in the Internet as reported by [27], yielding a 
transmission time E[X] = 12.288 μs. Switching times will be assumed to be negli-
gible, since SOA-based switches achieve switching times in the vicinity of nano-
seconds [15,68,71]. Finally, each simulation run consists of 108 burst arrivals. 
We compared simulation results to theoretical results from the model. We found 
discrepancies in blocking probability P(blocking) versus the maximum FDL delay 
normalized by the time to transfer average burst Dmax/E[X] (see Fig. 7.3(a)). For 
low delay values it can be approximated accurately by the Erlang-B formula as 
expected. However, as Dmax increases, theoretical blocking probability differs 
from simulation results. 
The hypothesis of the balking model is checked to explain the discrepancy. The 
discrepancies can be traced to the calculation of βk. It turns out that the probabili-
ties βk don't accurately model simulated values and this translates to theoretical 
state probabilities πn which don't fit simulated values either. See Fig. 7.3(b) for 
example comparisons of theoretical βk and πn against simulation observed values, 
for a number of wavelengths equal to 64. Both values (βk and πn) take part in 
product form on the calculation of the loss probability. Fig. 7.3(b) also shows this 
product βk πn. The discrepancy in the discouraged arrival probability and state 
probabilities happen precisely for high occupancy states with small probabilities 
of occurrence. However, those are the states where losses take place. Therefore, 
the deviation from the analytical to the real values in that region of the state-space 




Fig. 7.3. Comparison of simulated and theoretical values, a) Burst dropping probability versus 
normalized FDL length, b) Comparison between the state probabilities (πn) and the discouraged 
arrival probabilities (βk) 
Results in [72] show that the discrepancy between analytical and empirical results 
become more significant as the loss probability is decreased. Hence, the model be-
comes less accurate for realistic systems of WDM technology, with a higher out-
put degree (number of wavelengths) and lower losses. 
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Thus we have shown that balking model accuracy depends on the ratio between 
fibre delay and service time. If the ratio is large then the balking model is not ac-
curate to derive the blocking probability. On the other hand stronger discrepancies 
between analytical and simulation results are observed as the number of wave-
lengths per port increases. But precisely, the foreseeable technological evolution is 
towards hundreds of wavelengths. 
7.2.3 A performance comparison of synchronous slotted OPS 
switches 
This contribution surveys the work in scheduling design and performance evalua-
tion of OPS switching architectures, for synchronous slotted traffic. This means, 
switching nodes where traffic is composed of fixed size optical packets, which are 
aligned at switch inputs by means of synchronization stages. Results for fixed size 
and aligned traffic are a performance upper bound, when compared to the asyn-
chronous and/or variable length traffic. 
Two types of switching fabrics are studied: Input-Buffered Wavelength-Routed 
switches [116] (Fig. 7.4) and the OPS switching fabrics able to emulate output 
buffering (i.e. the KEOPS switch [38], the Output-Buffered Wavelength-Routed 
switch [116] or the space switch [15]). 
IBWR switch is a more cost-effective and scalable architecture, when compared to 
output buffered fabrics, at a cost of a lower performance because of internal con-
tention. The schedulers included in the comparison are: 
• IBWR switch: The IBWR switch is evaluated with two parallel schedulers: (i) 
I-PDBM [86] scheduler which does not preserve packet sequence, and (ii) OI-
PDBM scheduler, which preserves packet sequence at a cost of adding a further 
performance penalty [36]. Both of them are improvements to the Parallel De-
synchronized Block Matching scheduler (PDBM), presented in [79]. PDBM-
like schedulers allow a practical implementation which permits a response time 
independent from switch size. 
• Output-buffered switches: For the output-buffered switches and synchronous 
traffic, the scheduler in [80] is used. This scheduler preserves packet sequence 
with no performance penalty, yielding to the optimum throughput/delay per-
formance. Output-buffered switches are a performance upper bound for other 
OPS switching fabrics. 
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Fig. 7.4. Input-Buffered Wavelength-Routed switch (IBWR). 
In [36, 79] the performance of IBWR and output buffered fabrics are evaluated 
under correlated and uncorrelated traffic, for different switch sizes. The results ob-
tained show that the performance of the IBWR switch when packet order is not 
preserved (I-PDBM scheduler) is very close to the optimum performance given by 
output-buffered fabrics. A minor loss of performance appears when OI-PDBM 
scheduler is applied, which preserves packet order. Nevertheless, this performance 
loss is negligible even at medium and high loads, when the number of wave-
lengths per fibre is close to 32 or higher (that is, in Dense WDM networks). As an 
example, in most of the occasions, the same number of Fibre Delay Lines where 
required in IBWR switches and in output-buffered OPS architectures to achieve 
the target loss probability of 10-7. 
We conclude that the results endorse the application of the IBWR architecture in 
OPS networks, as a feasible competitor against less scalable output-buffered OPS 
architectures. 
7.2.4 A performance comparison of OBS and OpMiGua paradigms 
While in the previous section aspects of OBS have been discussed, in this section 
OBS is compared with a hybrid optical network architecture named Optical Mi-
gration Capable Networks with Service Guarantees (OpMiGua) in order to deter-
mine which architecture is better suited for a given scenario. After introducing 
OpMiGua, we discuss qualitative differences and present results of a quantitative 
performance evaluation. 
7.2.4.1 Optical Migration Capable Networks with Service Guarantees 
OpMiGua inherently separates two different traffic classes [6]. High requirements 
concerning packet loss and jitter are granted by the so called Guaranteed Service 
class Traffic (GST). Traffic of this class is aggregated into bursts and transported 
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in a connection oriented manner along preestablished end-to-end light paths and is 
given absolute priority. This ensures that there are no losses due to contention and 
delay jitter is minimized. 
The other class with looser requirements is Statistically Multiplexed (SM) traffic. 
This is handled without reservations via packet switching. Losses due to conten-
tion and delay jitter due to buffering or deflection routing are allowed. Despite this 
inherent separation both traffic classes use sequentially the capacity of the same 
wave-length. 
The architecture of a basic OpMiGua node is shown in Fig. 7.5. After entering the 
node on a wavelength SM and GST packets are separated in the optical domain 
according to a specific label, e.g., polarization. While GST packets are forwarded 
to a circuit switch, SM packets are directed to a packet switch. After traversing the 
respective switches GST and SM packets directed to the same output wavelength 
have to be multiplexed. Thus, by inserting SM packets in-between the gaps cre-
ated by subsequent GST packets, the resource utilization is increased. 
 
 
Fig. 7.5. OpMiGua node architecture 
In order to maintain the absolute prioritization of GST packets, the switching deci-
sion for SM packets in the depicted scenario is aware of interfering GST packets 
on the output wavelengths within a sufficiently large time window [7]. 
In the following we assume the packet switch as well as the circuit switch to be 
all-optical with full wavelength conversion but without any buffering. Also, we 
assume that the GST class is used for high priority (HP) and the SM class for low 
priority (LP) traffic. For OBS, we assume QoS differentiation for two traffic 
classes, i.e. high priority and low priority, by Offset Time Differentiation (see Sec-
tion 7.4.2.1 for details on his behaviour). 
7.2.4.2 Qualitative comparison of OBS and OpMiGua 
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Comparing the two architectures, two main differences can be seen, that have an 
impact on the system performance. First, while in OBS all traffic is aggregated 
into bursts at the network ingress, in OpMiGua only the HP traffic is aggregated. 
Second, while in OBS all traffic shares all wavelengths, in OpMiGua each HP 
packet is transported on an end-to-end wavelength and only LP traffic can use all 
wavelengths – in the ingress as well as each core node. 
In terms of delay, for reasonable load the delay of HP traffic is comparable in 
OBS and OpMiGua whereas the delay of LP traffic is higher in OBS. In OpMi-
Gua, the delay of HP is due to three factors: delay in burst assembler, delay in 
each core node to have absolute priority of HP over LP, and delay due to the seri-
alization of HP bursts into limited number of wavelengths; LP traffic is not aggre-
gated in OpMiGua, thus it is only marginally delayed at the network ingress while 
the delay in core nodes depends only on the realization of the switching. In OBS, 
both HP and LP traffic classes are aggregated -thus delayed- and need to be de-
layed by the offset time; in contrast, the use of all wavelengths for HP bursts may 
reduce their waiting time. 
In terms of delay jitter, it depends on the node architecture – e.g., whether process-
ing delay is compensated by delay lines or by offset times – as well as on conten-
tion resolution strategies – whether FDLs and deflection routing is applied or not. 
Both aspects have impact on HP traffic as well as on LP traffic. Accordingly, in 
the network the delay jitter of HP traffic is usually higher in OBS than in OpMi-
Gua whereas the delay of LP traffic is almost comparable. 
In terms of network capacity, as in OpMiGua high priority traffic is only circuit 
switched, direct end-to-end wavelengths are necessary for each node pair ex-
changing HP traffic. Thus, a full mesh of wavelength channels is needed under the 
assumption that every node exchanges HP traffic with each other. In contrast, in 
an OBS network the lower bound is a single wavelength. 
7.2.4.3 Quantitative comparison of OBS and OpMiGua 
Our approach for a quantitative comparison of the two architectures OBS and 
OpMiGua is to use simulation scenarios as similar as possible, which especially 
includes the traffic offered to both models. Traffic offered to the OBS and OpMi-
Gua node is generated statistically identical traffic on packet level and fed after-
wards to an architecture specific aggregation unit, which aggregates HP and LP 
packets if needed.  
One commonly used metric for evaluation of architectures like OBS and OpMi-
Gua is the packet or burst loss probability, which has the disadvantage of not con-
sidering differences in the length of lost units. We choose instead the bit loss 
probability (BLP) as metric, which specifies the lost traffic volume in comparison 
to total traffic. We consider for this metric both traffic classes in OBS and OpMi-
Gua. However, in OpMiGua, HP traffic does not contribute to this metric as it is 
by definition lossless.  
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For the simulations we select a basic single node scenario with one with n incom-
ing and outgoing fibres and w wavelengths per fiver. Traffic of both priority 
classes is equally distributed on all wavelengths with S giving the share of HP traf-
fic with respect to the total traffic. Also, the traffic offered to the n output fibres is 
uniformly distributed. In case of OpMiGua each wavelength carries one HP con-
nection. Packets are generated with exponentially distributed interarrival times and 
trimodal distributed length [17]. 
Traffic is aggregated per wavelength with a size threshold equivalent to a burst 
duration of 150 μs and a time threshold of 5 ms [51] (see section 7.3.1 for more 
details on burstification processes). The additional QoS offset of HP bursts in 
OBS we chose such that it is bigger than the maximum LP burst duration. This re-
sult in an absolute prioritization, but HP bursts may still be lost due to contention 
among themselves. Finally we use Just-Enough-Time (JET) and LAUC-VF as 
signalling and scheduling algorithm, respectively. For further details on the model, 




Fig. 7.6. a) BLP vs. S at load 0.6, b) BLP vs. S for n=4 and w=32 at load 0.6. 
The dependency of BLP and S is shown in Fig. 7.6(a) for a fixed load of 0.6 in 
scenarios with 3 and 4 fibres and 8 and 32 wavelengths per fibre. At load 1 the 
mean generated traffic amount per time is equivalent to the maximum transmis-
sion capacity of the system. It can be seen that the BLP drops with increasing 
number of wavelengths. Furthermore the number of fibres has only a very small 
influence. Last but not least the BLP for OpMiGua is lower than that for OBS. 
However, there are obvious differences in the behaviour of OBS and OpMiGua. 
The BLP of OpMiGua is monotonically decreasing with increasing S. This seems 
reasonable as the share of lossless HP traffic increases. Fragmentation of the 
available phases of output wavelengths due to HP traffic is not a real problem for 
the small LP packets. 
All OBS curves show the same basic behaviour, but this is totally different to 
OpMiGua. Therefore it is exemplarily explained for the scenario n=4 and w=32, 
which is also depicted in Fig. 7.6(b). Furthermore, BLP is broken down into the 
parts caused by losses of LP and HP traffic (“OBS-LP” and “OBS-HP”). 
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BLP for S=0 and S=1 should be nearly identical in case of OBS as the offset does 
not matter anymore if all bursts belong to the same traffic service class. The simu-
lations clearly confirm this expectation. 
For very small values of S the completion of HP bursts is mainly triggered by the 
timeout criterion, which results in small bursts. These small bursts fragment the 
phases during which a maximum size LP burst can be scheduled. This scheduling 
is not always possible and in comparison to S=0, where this fragmentation does 
not occur, the BLP is higher. 
In the range S=0.2 to S=0.8 the BLP stays rather constant and originates only of 
LP losses. Although the LP share decreases it becomes more and more difficult to 
schedule the maximum size LP bursts due to increasing occupation by HP bursts. 
For S>0.8 the LP part of the BLP traffic drops very fast. Besides the obvious rea-
son of decreasing share of LP traffic, the LP bursts also get smaller and by this 
better to be scheduled into the voids. On the other hand an increasing amount of 
HP traffic is lost. These two trends in opposite directions result in the minimum of 
the BLP at 0.95. 
Until now only the accumulated impact of the differences between OBS and Op-
MiGua has been observed and it is unclear to which extend the smoother HP traf-
fic of OpMiGua influences the BLP. Therefore the OBS node is fed with HP traf-
fic having the same characteristics like in case of OpMiGua. Nevertheless this 
hybrid scenario is rather theoretical, as it is impossible to guarantee this lossless 
HP traffic within an OBS network scenario. 
The resulting BLP can also be seen in Fig. 7.6(b). While this BLP shows at small 
S more similarities to OBS, it finally behaves like OpMiGua and goes to zero. The 
sharp increase for S>0 is not as big as for OBS. The reason is that in this scenario 
less HP bursts are produced. However these bursts are longer as the HP traffic 
amount is still the same. Remaining differences to OpMiGua, which are in the or-
der of one magnitude, are due to the aggregation of LP traffic. 
7.2.4.4 Conclusions 
With OBS and OpMiGua we compared two transport network architectures with 
QoS support for two traffic classes. Based on the current technological develop-
ment status OBS has less stringent requirements, as switching is done on a bigger 
granularity. 
With respect to delays, the predominant part (besides propagation) originates from 
aggregation in ingress nodes. Here OpMiGua might have a disadvantage in case of 
very bursty high priority traffic. On the other hand in OBS high priority traffic has 
an additional delay due to the offset between header control packet and burst. 
Furthermore, for the investigated scenario OpMiGua is better suited. Although 
traffic generated for both models is statistically identical, traffic fed to the nodes 
itself shows differences due to absence of LP traffic aggregation and one single 
destination per wavelength for HP traffic in case of OpMiGua. Observed perform-
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ance advantages of OpMiGua are caused by these two factors and the difference 
generally increases with higher HP traffic share. 
7.3 Burstification mechanisms 
7.3.1 Introduction and state-of-the-art 
The architecture of a typical OBS edge router is depicted in Fig. 7.7. The switch-
ing unit forwards incoming packets to the burst assembly units. The packets ad-
dressed to the same egress node are processed in one burst assembly unit. There is 
one designated assembly queue for each traffic class. 
 
Fig. 7.7. Architecture of an OBS edge node. 
Burstification (also known as burst assembly) algorithms can be classified as 
timer-based (e.g., [35,102]), size-based (e.g., [76,98]), and hybrid timer/size-based 
(e.g., [107]). In the timer-based scheme, a timer starts upon the arrival of the first 
packet to an empty queue, i.e. at the beginning of a new assembly cycle. After a 
fixed time (TThr), all the packets arrived in this period are assembled into a burst. 
In the threshold-based scheme, a burst is sent out when enough packets have been 
collected in the assembly queue such that the size of the resulting burst exceeds a 
threshold of SThr bytes. In the hybrid algorithm, a burst can be sent out when either 
the burst length exceeds the desirable threshold or the timer expires. 
Recently, it has been shown that the use of fixed thresholds in burstification algo-
rithms may lead to some performance degradation since they are not flexible 
enough to take into account the actual traffic situation. In fact, considering that in-
coming traffic is in general strongly correlated traffic such as TCP or long-range-
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dependent traffic [23,54,61], the burstification processes based on fixed thresholds 
are not able to respond to the traffic changes accordingly. Several adaptive bursti-
fication algorithms have been proposed to ameliorate this situation [12,85] which 
can better respond to traffic changes and can provide better performance. 
One example is illustrated in Section 7.3.2 where the case of a timer-based burst-
fication algorithm is analyzed. Given a burstifier that incorporates a timer-based 
scheme with minimum burst size, bursts are subject to padding in light-load sce-
narios. Due to this padding effect, the burstifier normalized throughput may be not 
equal to unity. The results, obtained using input traffic showing long-range de-
pendence, motivate the introduction of adaptive burstification algorithms, which 
choose a timeout value that minimizes delay, yet they keep the throughput very 
close to unity. 
On the other hand, the burstification, which is executed at the edge nodes, can 
substantially change the client traffic characteristics and lead to significant im-
provements to the network performance if the long-range dependence is alleviate.  
A number of recent publications have studied the traffic characterization of the 
burstification. The statistics for the size and interarrival time of bursts from the as-
sembly are investigated in [22, 59]. The impact of burstification on the self-
similarity level of the data traffic is studied in [42, 48, 103, 107]. A complete 
analysis is investigated in Section 7.3.3 where the impact of timer- and size-based 
burstification algorithms on the self-similarity level of the output traffic is re-
ported. Both static and adaptive algorithms are examined and the performance im-
pact of the burstification algorithms in terms of burst assembly delay and its jitter 
is assessed. The study has shown that the burst assembly mechanism at the OBS 
edge router reduces the self-similarity level of the output traffic and that this re-
duction depends on the parameters of the algorithm. The results reveal that the 
proposed adaptive burst assembly algorithm performs better comparing to its non-
adaptive counterpart. 
7.3.2 Delay-throughput curves for timer-based OBS burstifiers 
with light load 
OBS proposals are in part motivated by the inability to switch optical paths fast 
enough to be done on a per-packet basis. This problem is solved by gathering 
bursts of packets to be switched to the same destination, but to keep a low enough 
rate of switching a minimum burst size use to be proposed as well. This leads to 
padding short bursts in order to keep this minimum size in timer-based burst gath-
erers. Padding will not be likely to occur in medium to heavily loaded OBS net-
works using a timer-based burstifier. However, a light load scenario will poten-
tially produce many bursts with a number of packets below the minimum burst 
size and padding will be necessary. But load fluctuations do happen in highly 
loaded networks, during weekends or due to different busy hours at different geo-
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graphical locations and light-load epochs will be observed1. The light-load will 
imply that when the timer expires, all packets awaiting transmission in the burst 
assembly queue are transmitted along with a padding space that will add load to 
the network. Even if this load is not significant in the link that is generating the 
burst it increases also load at other links and thus it should be quantified. 
On [49] this effect is analyzed. The incoming traffic (bytes per time interval) is 
modelled by a Fractional Gaussian Noise (FGN), which has been shown to model 
accurately traffic from a LAN [74]. Note that in order to calculate the throughput 
only the number of information bytes per burst matters and not the packet arrival 
dynamics. Precisely, the FGN is a fluid-flow model that provides the number of 
bytes per time interval only. While the small timescale traffic fluctuations are not 
captured by the model, the long-range dependence from interval to interval is in-
deed accurately portrayed. 
According to our previous results in [48], for a timer-based burstifier, it turns out 
that the traffic arriving per time interval T0 is a Gaussian random variable X with 
mean μ = μ' T0 and standard deviation σ = σ' T0H (being μ', σ' and H the mean, 
standard deviation and Hurst parameter of the traffic arrival process at one time 
unit time slots). 
The throughput of a given burstifier is defined as the ratio between the informa-
tion bits and the total bits transmitted. If the minimum burst size is bmin, the 
throughput will equal unity whenever X > bmin and E[X]/bmin if X < bmin. By using 
a convenience variable Y = min{bmin, X} the throughput can be expressed as ρ = 
E[Y]/bmin and we derive in [49] an expression for ρ depending on input traffic pa-
rameters. 
( )( ) ( ) ( )( )αφαφαλσμρ −+−−= − 11minb  (7.1) 
where ( ) 22121 xex −= πφ and ( ) ( )∫ ∞−= x dttφαφ are the PDF and distribution 
function of a normalized Gaussian random variable. 
To quantify the extra load that enters the OBS backbone because of the added 
padding we define a new convenience variable Z = max{bmin, X} that denotes the 
bits generated by the burstifier. Z is a truncated Gaussian variable from which we 
derive (in [49]) an expression for the input rate to the OBS core introduced by the 
burstifier 






                                                          
1 See for instance http://loadrunner.uits.iu.edu/weathermaps/abilene/ for daily 
variation of traffic in an Internet 
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Equations (1) and (2) are validated against high speed traffic from Abilene-I data 
set. The Abilene-I data set traces contain traffic from two OC-48 links, collected 
at US core router nodes and are provided by NLANR2. For the example we use 10 
minutes worth of traffic from a 2.5Gbps link as a real-world traffic source for the 
burstifier. The trace selected shows an average traffic rate around 480Mbps which, 
assuming a 10Gbps wavelength in the OBS port, makes the utilization factor be 
approximately equal to 0.05. Fig. 7.8 shows equations compared to the burst proc-
ess that would be generated by burstifiying the Abilene-I trace with several T0 and 
bmin values. Similar results are obtained with synthetic FGN traffic generated with 
Random Midpoint Displacement algorithms that allows us to have results for 
broader H parameter range (Abilene-I traces have H values between 0.7 and 0.8. 
Results show a negative gradient of the throughput with both the coefficient of 
variation (instantaneous variability) and Hurst parameter (long-range dependence). 
However, there is a timeout value that makes such gradient be equal to zero (as 
can be seen on Fig. 7.8). Such timeout value depends on the minimum burst size, 
the traffic load and, to a lesser extent, it also depends on the long-range depend-
ence parameter H and the coefficient of variation cv. 
The above observation leads us to seek for an expression that provides the timeout 
value (T0) for which the delay throughout curves flatten out to unity. This is bene-
ficial to maximize the throughput at the minimum delay cost and also to decrease 
the network load. For the Abilene-I trace considered the increased traffic load due 
to padding is shown in Fig. 7.8. The effect of choosing a wrong timeout value is 
very significant not only for the throughput, but also for the generated load to the 
OBS network. 
Concerning the change rate of the traffic moments, other proposals based on link 
state estimation assume that the network load remains stable in timescales of min-
utes [92]. If that is the case, one could devise an adaptive burstifier that would of-
fer minimum delay and maximum throughput for any given input traffic stream. 
The timeout value rate of change would be in the scale of minutes, which seems 




                                                          
2 http://pma.nlanr.net/Traces/long/ipls1.html 
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a) b) 
Fig. 7.8. Throughput-delay curve and input traffic to the OBS network for the Abilene-I trace. 
In [49] we propose three different adaptive timeout algorithms and compare them 
for different values of the Hurst parameter H and coefficient of variation cv. The 
proposed algorithms are trade-off of complexity versus accuracy. The simplest (L-
estimate) requires to estimate the burstifier load  and set timeout 
. The chosen T0L is the number of sampling intervals needed to fill 
on average a size of bmin at the estimated rate. The basic assumption is that the in-
fluence of the second moment and H parameter is negligible. 
Using estimators for first and second moments of the traffic arriving to the bursti-
fier we can build more accurate algorithms (LV-estimate) or (LVH-estimate) us-
ing also estimations of H parameter of the arrival process. T0LVH or T0LV are chosen 
as the solutions of the nonlinear problem of minimizing T0 subject to the condition 
that equation (1) gives throughput values above a desired threshold (i.e. ( )''' ˆ,ˆ,ˆ Hσμρ > 0.95). 
Our trace-driven analysis of the Abilene backbone shows that, for most cases of 
real Internet traffic, first moment estimation is enough to provide a timeout value 
very close to the optimum. Thus, an adaptive timeout algorithm can be easily in-
corporated to timer-based burstifiers, with a significant benefit in burstification 
delay and throughput. 
7.3.3 Performance evaluation of adaptive burst assembly 
algorithms in OBS networks with self-similar traffic sources 
In this work the self-similarity level of the traffic both before and after the execu-
tion of a parameterized hybrid and adaptive burstification algorithm is analyzed. 
The burstification algorithm is an improvement of the one presented in [12]. 
In order to model the realistic input traffic from the client networks, the arriving 
and aggregated traffic is made of superposition of fractal renewal point process as 
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it actually describes the self-similar web requests generated by a group of users 
[88]. The detailed model is described in [5]. 
Regarding the traffic volume measurement, the approach presented in [42] is 
adopted focusing on packet and burst-wise measurements because the packet-wise 
and burst-wise analysis is important on the performance of the electronic control 
units in core routers. The quantitative values for the Hurst parameter estimation 
are reported for the proposed adaptive burstification algorithm. The performance 
of the OBS edge node in terms of delay and delay jitter is also investigated. 
7.3.3.1 Adaptive burstification algorithm 
Within an OBS edge router, the incoming packets (e.g. IP packets) from the client 
networks will be forwarded to respective queues based on the destination address 
of egress OBS edge router and possibly the QoS parameters, where the burstifica-
tion algorithms are used to generate the burst control packet and the data burst. 
Then the burst control packet and the optical burst will be scheduled to the trans-
mitter and sent out to the core network. 
The packet length distribution used in our study has been reported in [101] and has 
been modified to ignore the packets with size larger than 1500 bytes. The average 
packet length of the modified distribution is 375.5 bytes and reflects the realistic 
predominance of small packets in IP traffic. 
The main disadvantage of such static burstification algorithm is that it does not 
take into account the dynamism of traffic and therefore they cannot respond to the 
traffic changes. This adversely impacts the network performance. Therefore adap-
tive burst assembly algorithms are proposed to ameliorate this situation. The main 
idea in these burstification algorithms is to adaptively change the value of the TThr 
and SThr. If we assume that the network uses a static routing algorithm, then ac-
cording to the link capacity, for each burst assembly queue inside the edge router, 








  (7.3) 
where avgBLi represents the average burst length in the ith burst assembly queue, 
and the bandwidth of the link is given by Bandwidth. Since from (3) the value of 
TThr changes with the value of average burst length, we have to infer the value of 
avgBLi from the traffic history. One possible approach is to take into account both 
the previous value of average burst length and the current sampled value (Sav-
gBLi) as expressed in the following expression [12]: 
1 2i i iavgBL w avgBL w SavgBL← +  (7.4) 
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where w1, w2 are two positive weights (w1 + w2 = 1). Based on (3) and (4) the two 

















⎧ ⎡ ⎤>⎪ ⎣ ⎦= ⎨ ⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎣ ⎦⎩  (7.6) 
where α, β are burst assembly factors and E[Lp] is expected packet length. In or-
der to synchronize this adaptive burst assembly algorithm with the changes in 
TCP/IP traffic, we set the value of w2 > 0.5. This will put more weight on the re-
cent burst size. More specifically, when a long burst is sent out (high value of Av-
gBLi) it is very probable that TCP will send out more packets in the sequel. There-
fore it is better to increase the value of both time and size thresholds to deal more 
efficiently with the incoming traffic. Similarly as soon as the TCP traffic is termi-
nated or initiating a slow start stage, by giving higher weight to w2, we also dra-
matically decrease the time and size threshold values. The results that we will pre-
sent in next section are obtained by setting w1 = 0.25, w2 = 0.75. More details of 
this adaptive burstification algorithm is presented in [5]. Note that TminThr is given 






β ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦=
  (7.7) 
We put a lower limit on TThr in order to keep the assembly period within a reason-
able range and to prevent the burst length decreasing by too much. 
7.3.3.3 Numerical results 
The simulation scenario consists of 12 client networks connected to an OBS edge 
router via a 10 Gbps link. The link between the OBS edge router and the core 
network is running at 40Gbps. The burst assembly algorithm is implemented 
within the OBS edge router. The incoming IP packets will be forwarded to the as-
sembly queue associated with its egress edge router. We have defined three levels 
of traffic load (ρ) at the edge router: 0.3 (light load), 0.5 (medium load) and 0.7 
(heavy load), which corresponds to 332889, 554816, and 776742 packets per sec-
ond, respectively. 
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The simulation records each packet arrival at the OBS edge router regardless of 
the source client network and all the incoming packets comprise the aggregated 
input traffic. The twelve client networks are divided into four groups and the Hurst 
parameter of each group is set at H=0.7, 0.75, 0.80, and 0.85 respectively. Among 
the well-known Hurst parameter estimators, i.e. aggregated variance, R/S plot, pe-
riodogram, local Whittle and wavelet techniques [18], the wavelet analysis is used 
because it is robust to many smooth trends, non-stationarities, and high frequency 
oscillations [91]. In our simulation scenarios we have assumed that there is only 
one quality of service (QoS) class supported and the destination address of each IP 
packet is randomly selected from N egress edge routers within the core network. 
Thus there are N assembly queues in the OBS edge router. We choose N=1, 10, 20 
in our simulation. All the traffic processes are measured at the time-scale of 100 
μs. The simulation time is 6 seconds and owing to the sufficiently large queues in 
the OBS edge router, no packet loss is assumed. 
The effect of adaptive burstification algorithm on the self-similarity level of the 
output traffic and burstification delay and delay jitter is studied in the following 
scenario. The TThr parameter of the burstification algorithm is estimated dynami-
cally and the SThr parameter is also evaluated dynamically in favour of larger val-
ues for average burst length. Fig. 7.9 depicts the estimated Hurst parameter of the 
both aggregated input traffic and the optical output traffic, which is injected from 
edge router to the core network (N = 1, N = 10). 
 
a) b) 
Fig. 7.9. Hurst parameter of input and output traffic for different values of load, a) N 
= 1, b) N = 10. 
It can be seen that the burst-wise output traffic, which is the result of adaptive 
burstification algorithm, exhibits much lower level of self-similarity in terms of 
estimated Hurst parameter. In order to compare the hybrid and adaptive burstifica-
tion algorithms in term of their effects on the self-similarity level of the output 
traffic, we set up another simulation scenario and the estimated Hurst parameter is 
depicted in Fig. 7.10. We have to mention that in order to make our comparison 
unbiased, we have focused on the distribution of bursts, which are generated ac-
cording to time or size constraints and we have set the parameters for both hybrid 
[103] and adaptive algorithms in a way that both algorithms generate the same 
percentage of time-constrained and size-constrained bursts. In other words, both 
algorithms behave similarly as far as the distribution of bursts is concerned. 
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a) b) 
Fig. 7.10. Estimated H of output traffic for different values of load, a) N = 1, b) N = 10. 
It can be observed that the byte-wise self-similarity level for both algorithms re-
mains the same. However the burst-wise output traffic for the adaptive burstifica-
tion algorithm, as expected, exhibits lower level of self-similarity in comparison to 
the non-adaptive (hybrid) burstification algorithm. This is due to the dynamic fea-
ture of algorithm, which adapts the value of both TThr and SThr to match dynami-
cally with the incoming traffic. 
It can be seen that the adaptive burstification algorithm performs noticeably better 
that its non-adaptive counterpart. In other words the burstification delay and its jit-
ter in the adaptive algorithm are lower than the same metrics for the non-adaptive 
(hybrid) algorithm. This observation is valid mainly due to the mechanism that is 
employed in burstification algorithm. In the adaptive algorithm the TThr parameter 
is determined based on the weighted average of burst lengths. Thus TThr parameter 
tries to adapt itself according to the computed average burst length and also the re-
cent value of burst length. Furthermore we also enforced a SThr in our burstifica-
tion algorithm, which not only put a limit on burstification delay but also tries to 
synchronize with TCP/IP traffic as much as possible. 
Summarizing, the obtained results show that the burstification algorithm at the 
OBS edges can be used as a traffic shaper to smooth out the burstiness of the input 
traffic as indicated by the noticeable reduction in the Hurst parameter. Comparing 
the traffic shaping capability, the adaptive outperform the non-adaptive (hybrid) 
algorithm in terms of reduction in Hurst parameter, burst assembly delay and burst 
assembly delay jitter. 
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7.4 QoS provisioning 
7.4.1 Introduction and state-of-the-art 
This section addresses the problem of quality of service (QoS) provisioning in 
OBS networks. The lack of optical memories results in quite complicated opera-
tion of OBS networks, especially, in case when one wants to guarantee a certain 
level of quality for high priority (HP) traffic. Indeed the quality demanding appli-
cations, like for instance real-time voice or video transmission, need for dedicated 
mechanisms in order to preserve them from low priority (LP) data traffic. In par-
ticular, the requirements concern to ensure a certain upper bounds on end-to-end 
delay, delay jitter, and burst loss probability. 
The delays arise mostly due to the propagation delay in fibre links, the introduced 
offset time, edge node processing (i.e., burstification) and optical FDL buffering. 
The first two factors can be easily limited by properly setting up the maximum 
hop distance allowed for the routing algorithm. Also the delay produced in the 
edge node can be imposed by a proper timer-based burstification strategy. Finally 
the optical buffering, which in fact has limited application in OBS, introduces 
relatively small delays. Regarding the jitter, it depends on many factors and it is 
more complicated to analyze; nonetheless, since the delay can be easily bounded, 
its variations could be also limited accordingly. In this context the burst loss prob-
ability (BLP) metric is perhaps of the highest importance in OBS networks that 
operate with one-way signalling. 
In a well-designed OBS network the burst losses should arise only due to re-
sources (wavelength) unavailability in a fibre link. The probability of burst block-
ing in the link strongly depends on several factors, among others on the imple-
mented contention resolution mechanisms, burst traffic characteristics, network 
routing, traffic offered to the network and relative class load. Since this relation is 
usually very complex the control of burst losses may be quite awkward in OBS 
networks. 
Several components can contribute to QoS provisioning in OBS networks. In gen-
eral, they are related to the control plane operation, through signalling (e.g., [21]) 
and routing (as e.g., in [10]) functions, and to the data plane operation both in 
edge nodes (e.g., [106]) and in core nodes (e.g., [52,53,112]). See Fig. 7.11 for a 
classification of the QoS mechanisms. 
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Fig. 7.11. Categories of QoS mechanisms in OBS networks. 
Although, a great number of QoS mechanisms have been proposed for OBS net-
works, still, only a few works study their comparative performance. In [112] some 
QoS scenarios with two different burst drooping principles applied, namely, a 
wavelength threshold-based and an intentional burst drooping are analyzed. Fi-
nally, the evaluation of different optical packet-dropping techniques is provided in 
[77]. In this direction Section 7.4.2 makes an extension to these studies. In particu-
lar, the performance of most frequently referenced QoS mechanisms, namely off-
set time differentiation, full burst preemption and wavelength threshold-based 
dropping are compared. 
One of the more effective solutions, the burst segmentation mechanism [99], is 
analyzed in Section 7.4.3. The fact that a burst is composed by several packets 
makes it possible to drop part of a burst, so that the remaining packets may con-
tinue transmission in subsequent hops. Consequently, the use of burst segmenta-
tion provides significant throughput advantages. 
7.4.2 Performance overview of QoS mechanisms in OBS networks 
7.4.2.1 Frequently referenced QoS mechanisms 
In this study we focus on three mechanisms: 
• Offset time differentiation (OTD), which is an edge node-based mechanism 
[106]. It assigns an extra offset-time to HP bursts in order to favour them dur-
ing the resources reservation process (see Fig. 2.12a). The extra offset time, 
when properly setup, allows to achieve an absolute class isolation, i.e., the 
probability to block a HP class burst by a LP class burst is either inconsiderable 
or none. 
• Burst preemption (BP), which is a core node-based burst dropping mechanism 
[52]. In case of the burst conflict, it overwrites the resources reserved for a LP 
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burst by a HP one; the pre-empted LP burst is discarded (see Fig. 7.12b). In this 
work we consider a full preemption scheme, i.e., the preemption concerns the 
entire LP burst reservation. 
• Burst Dropping with Wavelength threshold (BD-W), which is a core node-
based burst dropping mechanism [112]. It provides more wavelength resources 
in a link to HP bursts than to LP bursts, according to a certain threshold pa-
rameter (see Fig. 7.12c). If the resource occupation is above the threshold, the 
LP bursts are discarded whilst the HP bursts can be still accepted. 
 
 
Fig. 7.12. The principle of operation of selected QoS mechanisms. 
In order to gain some insight into the mechanism behaviour let us assume a Pois-
son burst arrival process and i.i.d. burst lengths. Under such an assumption, a burst 
loss probability in a link can be modelled with the Erlang loss formula (see e.g., 
[87]). 
Both OTD and BP can be characterized by absolute class isolation. In the former, 
the extra offset time assures that the contention of HP bursts is only due to other 
HP burst reservations. In the latter, a HP burst can pre-empt whatever LP reserva-
tion and the loss of HP bursts is again only due to the wavelength occupation by 
other HP reservations. In both cases HP bursts compete among themselves in ac-
cess to the resources and thus the HP class BLP can be estimated as BLPHP = Er-
lang(αHP ρ, c), where αHP and ρ denote, respectively, the HP class relative load 
and the overall burst load and c the number of wavelengths. 
The behaviour of BD-W depends greatly on its threshold (Tw) selection. Indeed, if 
Tw = 0 (i.e., no resources available for LP bursts), there is only HP class traffic ac-
cepted to the output link. Although, the mechanism achieves its topmost perform-
ance with regard to HP class and BLPHP is the same as in OTD and BP, still, the 
LP class traffic is not served at all and BLPLP = 1. Notice that in both OTD and BP 
the LP class traffic still has some possibilities to be served, in particular, if there 
can be found a free wavelength, not occupied by any earlier HP reservations (the 
OTD case), or the LP burst is not preempted (the BP case). Now, if we provide 
some wavelength resources for LP class traffic (i.e., Tw > 0), the performance of 
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HP class will be worsening as long as HP bursts will have to compete with LP 
bursts. In the extreme case Tw = c, there is no differentiation between traffic 
classes and BD-W behaves as a classical scheduling mechanism. Accounting on 
this analysis, BD-W might require some regulation mechanisms in order to adjust 
the threshold value according to the required class performance and actual traffic 
load conditions. 
7.4.2.2 Numerical results 
We set up an event-driven simulation environment to evaluate the performance of 
QoS mechanisms. The simulator imitates an OBS core node with no FDL buffer-
ing capability, full connectivity, and full wavelength conversion. It has 4 x 4 in-
put/output ports and c = {4, 8, 16, 32, 64} data wavelengths per port, each one op-
erating at 10Gbps. The switching times are neglected in the analysis. 
The burst scheduler uses a void filling-based algorithm. In our implementation, 
the algorithm searches for a wavelength that minimizes the time gap which is pro-
duced between currently and previously scheduled bursts. We assume that the 
searching procedure is performed according to a round-robin rule, i.e. each time it 
starts from the less-indexed wavelength. To avoid in the analysis the impact of 
varying offset times on scheduling operation (see [62]) we setup the same basic 
offset to all bursts. 
The extra offset time assigned to HP bursts in OTD is equal to 4 times of the aver-
age LP burst duration. Each HP burst is allowed to preempt at most one LP burst 
if no free wavelength is available in BP. The preemption concerns a LP burst the 
dropping of which minimizes the gap produced between the preempting HP burst 
and the rest of burst reservations. We establish Tw = 0.5c in BD-W so that LP class 
bursts can access at most the half of all the available wavelengths simultaneously. 
The traffic is uniformly distributed between all input and output ports. In most 
simulations the offered traffic load per input wavelength is ρ = 0.8 (i.e., each 
wavelength is occupied in 80%) and the percentage of HP bursts over the overall 
burst traffic, also called HP class relative load αHP, is equal to 30%. 
The burst length is normally distributed (see e.g., [107]) with the mean burst dura-
tion L = 32 μs and the standard deviation σ = 2 10-6. In further discussion we ex-
press the burst lengths in bytes and we neglect the guard bands. Thus the mean 
burst duration L corresponds to 40 kbytes of data (at 10Gbps rate). The burst arri-
val times are normally distributed with the mean that depends on the offered traf-
fic load and the standard deviation σ = 5 10-6. 
We evaluate both a data loss probability, i.e., an effective lost of data due to the 
burst loss, and effective throughput, which represents the percentage of data burst 
served with respect to overall data burst offered. 
All the simulation results have 99% level of confidence. 
The results of BLPHP presented in Fig. 7.13(a) confirm the correctness of theoreti-
cal argumentation provided in the previous section. In particular, we can see that 
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the performance of both OTD and BP is similar without respect to the number of 
wavelength in the link. 
Regarding BLPLP and the overall burst loss and throughput performance (Fig. 
7.13(b)-(d)), the results are slightly in the favour of BP when comparing to OTD. 
The explanation can be found in [62], where it is shown that the scheduling opera-
tion may be impaired by the variation of offset-times, the feature which is inherent 
to OTD mechanism. 
Finally, we can see that the BD-W mechanism exhibits very poor performance. 
The reason is that BD-W has effectively fewer wavelengths available for the burst 
transmissions than the other mechanisms, whilst at the same time it attempts to 





Fig. 7.13. Performance of QoS mechanism vs. link dimensioning (ρ =0.8, αHP=30%), a) HP class 
BLP, b) LP class BLP, c) overall BLP, d) effective data throughput. 
7.4.2.3 Discussion and Conclusions 
Both OTD and BP can be distinguished by their high performance. 
Although, OTD is characterized by a relatively simple operation, as long as it does 
not require any differentiation mechanism in core nodes, still, this mechanisms 
may suffer from extended delays due to extra offset times. Also, the management 
of extra offset times with the purpose of providing absolute quality levels might be 
quite complex in the network. 
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On the other hand, there exist several proposals that extend the functionality of BP 
mechanism. Particular solutions focus on providing absolute quality guarantees to 
individual classes of service [112], improving resources utilization [99], and sup-
porting a routing problem [64]. An inconvenient overhead in the data and control 
plane due to the preemption operation can be overcome with the assistance of a 
preemption window mechanism [57]. 
Finally, we can see that BD-W offers very low overall performance in the studied 
scenario. It may be advisable to use this mechanism only in the networks of a 
large number of wavelengths in the link, where the wavelength threshold parame-
ter could be relatively high (in order to accommodate the LP traffic efficiently) 
and could adapt accordingly to traffic changes. 
Concluding, the BP mechanism seems to be an adequate mechanism for QoS dif-
ferentiation in OBS networks, thanks to its high performance characteristics and 
advantageous operational features. 
7.4.3 Evaluation of preemption probabilities in OBS networks with 
burst segmentation 
In case of partial overlapping of two contending bursts, there is no need to drop 
the entire burst as in the case of full burst preemption; with burst segmentation, ei-
ther the head of the incoming burst or the tail of the burst in service can be 
dropped. It has been shown that the burst segmentation technique provides signifi-
cant throughput benefits and allows for a higher flexibility in quality of service al-
location, by placing packets either towards the burst tail or head [99]. In the case 
of two contending bursts with the same priority a proposed solution (in [99]) is to 
drop the less amount of data. If the residual length of the burst in service is larger 
than the incoming burst length, then the burst in service wins the contention. The 
incoming burst is dropped (either entirely or partially -head-). If the residual 
length of the burst in service is smaller than the incoming burst length then the in-
coming burst wins the contention. The burst in service is segmented and the tail is 
dropped. 
On [70] the preemption probability, or probability that the incoming burst wins the 
contention, is evaluated, within the same priority class. This probability is relevant 
for OBS network engineering for a twofold reason. First, since the incoming burst 
and the burst in service contend for the same resources, it is likely that they both 
follow the same route. Thus, due to tail dropping upon preemption, packet disor-
dering may occur. Second, optical networks are limited by the so-called “elec-
tronic bottleneck”. If preemption occurs, the optical switch must drop the tail of 
the burst in service and then switch the contending burst to the corresponding 
wavelength. This implies a processing cost not only in the optical domain but also 
in the electronic domain. Actually, additional signalling must be created to re-
schedule bursts in the downstream nodes. Another control packet called “trailer” 
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[99] is sent as soon as preemption happens in order to update scheduling informa-
tion for the rest of OBS switches. Since this implies a processing cost, the likeli-
hood of preemption becomes a relevant issue in OBS network performance. 
Switching time is assumed to be negligible in comparison to the average burst 
length. Burst arrival can be assumed to be Poisson regardless of the possible long-
range dependence of incoming traffic, as we have discussed in [48], but burst size 
will depend on the burst gathering algorithm and traffic input characteristics so 
several input size distributions will be considered. 
Let's call (t0, l0) the arrival time and burst size of the first burst to arrive in a busy 
period, and (ti, li) to subsequent bursts in the same busy period. We show in [70] 
that if there is a burst (t*, l*) in that busy period that wins the contention and pre-
empts the first burst the time distribution of L* is shifted to larger values in com-
parison to l0. Intuitively, the preempting burst has a larger probability of high ser-
vice times, in comparison to the burst in service. 
( ) ( )* 0 0P l x P l x x> > > ∀ >   (7.8) 
From this theorem it turns out that preemption is less likely to occur for the burst 
that wins the contention than for the first burst in a busy period (burst 0). Hence, 
the preemption probability reaches a maximum with the first burst in a busy pe-
riod and this probability is given by 
( ) ( ) ( )
0 A
P L A P L x dF x
∞> = >∫   (7.9) 
where A is a random variable that provides the residual life of the server (wave-
length). We derived it for several usual incoming burst length distributions in [70] 
and provided closed expressions for P(L>A) for the case of exponential and 
Pareto-distributed burst lengths. 
We verified by simulation upper bound preemption probabilities for several burst 
length distribution. For example, Fig. 7.14 shows the cases for Pareto and Gaus-
sian distributions. Note as the utilization factor decreases, the busy periods tend to 
be shorter. Thus, the system behaviour is closer to the best case that was assumed 
for the upper bound derivation, i.e. pre-emption of the first burst in a busy period. 
Hence, the upper bound becomes closer to the simulation results. 
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a) b) 
Fig. 7.14. Preemption probability, a) Gaussian and b) Pareto. 
We have shown preemption probabilities are highly dependent on the burst length 
distribution. Hence, for the same traffic load, the burst assembly algorithm has a 
strong impact on the burst segmentation dynamics in the optical network core. 
7.5 Routing algorithms 
7.5.1 Introduction and state-of-the-art 
In this section we concern on the problem of routing in optical burst switching 
networks (OBS). OBS architectures without buffering capabilities are sensitive to 
burst congestion. An overall burst loss probability (BLP) which adequately repre-
sents the congestion state of entire network is the primary metric of interest in an 
OBS network. 
In general, routing algorithms can be grouped into two major classes: non-
adaptive (when both route calculation and selection are static) and adaptive (when 
some dynamic decisions are taken) [93]. In static routing the choice of routes does 
not change during the time. On the other hand, adaptive algorithms attempt to 
change their routing decisions to reflect changes in topology and the current traf-
fic. Adaptive algorithms can be further divided into three families, which differ in 
the information they use, namely centralized (or global), isolated (or local), and 
distributive routing. Single-path or multi-path routing corresponds, respectively, to 
the routing scenarios with only one or more paths between each pair of nodes 
available. If the decision of path selection in multi-path routing is taken at the 
source node, thus such routing is called source routing. A special case of multi-
path routing is deflection (or alternative) routing. Deflection routing allows select-
ing an alternative path at whatever capable node in case a default primary path is 
unavailable. 
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Static shortest path routing based on Dijkstra's algorithm is the primary routing 
method frequently explored in OBS networks (e.g., [107]). In such routing, some 
links may be overloaded, while others may be spare, leading to excessive burst 
losses. Therefore several both non-adaptive and adaptive routing strategies, based 
on deflection, multi-path or single-path routing, have been proposed with the ob-
jective of the reduction of burst congestion. 
Although deflection routing can improve the network performance under low traf-
fic load conditions, still it may intensify the burst losses under moderate and high 
loads [110]. Indeed the general problem of deflection routing in buffer-less OBS 
networks is over-utilization of link resources, what happens if a deflected path has 
more hops than a primary path. Hence, since first proposals were based on the 
static route calculation and selection (e.g., [41]), in the next step the authors pro-
posed an optimisation calculation of the set of alternative routes (e.g., [60,65]) as 
well as an adaptive selection of paths (e.g., [19]). The assignment of lower priori-
ties to deflected bursts is another important technique which preserves from ex-
cessive burst losses on primary routes [11]. 
Multi-path routing represents another group of routing strategies, which aim at the 
traffic load balancing in OBS networks. Most of the proposals are based on a 
static calculation of the set of equally-important routes (e.g., [81]). Then the path 
selection is performed adaptively and according to some heuristic [75,95] or opti-
mised cost function [66,94]. Both traffic splitting [4,63] and path ranking [46,104] 
techniques are used in the path selection process. 
The network congestion in single-path routing can be avoided thanks to a proac-
tive route calculation. Although most of the strategies proposed for OBS networks 
consider centralised calculation of single routes [111], still some authors focus on 
distributed routing algorithms [31,44]. Both optimisation [63] and heuristic [28] 
methods are used. 
In literature they are present other routing strategies that give support to network 
resilience by the computation of backup paths [13,44] and to multicast transmis-
sion by duplicating [43,50]. 
In terms of network optimisation, since an overall BLP has a non-linear character 
[87], either linear programming formulation with piecewise linear approximations 
of this function [94] or non-linear optimisation gradient methods [40] can be used. 
Section 7.5.2 focuses on a multi-path source routing approach and applies a non-
linear optimization of BLP with a straightforward calculation of partial derivatives 
to improve OBS network performance. 
7.5.2 Optimization of multi-path routing in optical burst switching 
networks 
In a non-linear optimization problem we assume that there is a pre-established vir-
tual path topology consisting of a limited number of paths between each pair of 
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source-destination nodes. Using a gradient optimization method we can calculate a 
traffic splitting vector that determines the distribution of traffic over these paths. 
In order to support the gradient method we propose straightforward formulas for 
calculation of partial derivatives. 
7.5.2.1 Routing scenario 
We assume that the network applies source-based routing, so that the source node 
determines the path of a burst that enters the network. Moreover, the network uses 
multi-path routing where a burst can follow one of the paths given between the 
pair of source-destination (S-D) nodes. We assume each node is capable of full 
wavelength conversion and thus there is no wavelength-continuity constraint im-
posed on the problem. 
Selection of path p is performed according to a traffic splitting factor xp. Con-
straints on the traffic splitting factor are the following: 1) xp should be non-
negative and less or equal to 1, and 2) the sum of traffic splitting factors for all 
paths connecting given pair of S-D nodes should be equal to 1. 
The reservation (holding) times on each link are i.i.d. random variables with the 
mean equal to the mean burst duration. Bursts destined to given node arrive ac-
cording to a Poisson process of (long-term) rate specified by the demand traffic 
matrix. Thus traffic offered to path p can be calculated as a fraction xp of the total 
traffic offered between given pair of S-D nodes. 
Here vector x = (x1, ... , xP), where P means the number of all paths, determines 
the distribution of traffic over the network; this vector should be optimized to re-
duce congestion and to improve overall performance. 
7.5.2.2 Formulation and resolution method 
A loss model of OBS network based on the Erlang fixed-point approximation was 
proposed in [87]. In particular, the traffic offered to link e is obtained as a sum of 
the traffic offered to all the paths that cross this link reduced by the traffic lost in 
the preceding links along these paths. 
The formulation of [87] may bring some difficulty in the context of computation 
of partial derivatives for optimization purposes. Therefore in [56] we propose a 
simplified non-reduced link load model where the traffic offered to link e is calcu-
lated as a sum of the traffic offered to all the paths that cross this link. The ration-
ale behind this assumption is that under low link losses, observed in a properly 
dimensioned network, the model in [87] can be approximated by our model [56]; 
in [56] we can see that the accuracy of the simplified model is very strict for losses 
below 10-2. 
Having calculated the traffic offered to each link, the main steps of the network 
loss modelling include the calculation of burst loss probabilities on links, given by 
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the Erlang loss formula, loss probabilities of bursts offered to paths, and the over-
all burst loss probability B (see [56] for detailed formulae). 
From this network loss model we define cost function B(x) to be the subject of op-
timization. The optimization problem is formulated as to minimize B(x) subject to 
the constraints imposed on the traffic splitting factor (discussed in SubSection 
7.5.2.1). Since the overall BLP is a non-linear function of vector x the cost func-
tion is non-linear as well. A particularly convenient optimisation method is the 
Frank-Wolfe reduced gradient method (algorithm 5.10 in [83]); this algorithm was 
used for a similar problem in circuit-switched networks [40]. 
Gradient methods need to employ the calculation of partial derivatives of the cost 
function. The partial derivative of B(x) with respect to xp, where p means a path, 
could be derived directly from the network loss formulae by a standard method 
involving resolution of a system of linear equations. Such a computation, how-
ever, would be time-consuming. 
Therefore instead in [56] we provide a straightforward derivation of the partial de-
rivative that is based on the approach previously proposed for circuit switched 
networks [55]. We have managed to simplify the model described in [55] and 
make the calculation of partial derivatives straightforward, not involving any itera-
tion. The calculation of gradient in our method, therefore, is not longer an issue. 
It can be shown numerically that objective function B(x) is not necessarily convex. 
Nevertheless, under moderate traffic loads we have observed that several repeti-
tions of the optimization program always give us the same (with a finite numerical 
precision) near-optimal value of B. 
7.5.2.3 Numerical results 
We evaluated the performance of our routing scheme in an event-driven simulator. 
In order to find a splitting vector x specifying a near-optimal routing we used 
solver fmincon for constrained nonlinear multivariable functions available in the 
Matlab environment. Then we applied this vector in the simulator. 
The evaluation is performed for NSFnet (15 nodes, 23 links) and EON (28 nodes, 
39 links) network topologies; different numbers of wavelengths (λs) per link are 
considered, each transmitting at 10Gbps. The optimized routing (OR) is compared 
with two other routing strategies: a simple shortest path routing (SP) and a pure 
deflection routing (DR). We consider 2 shortest paths per each source-destination 
pair of nodes; they are not necessarily disjoint. In SP routing only 1 path is avail-
able. Uniform traffic matrix and exponential burst inter-arrivals and durations are 
considered. All the simulation results have 99% level of confidence. 
In Fig. 7.15 we show B as a function of offered traffic load for different routing 
scenarios. We see that the optimized routing can achieve very low losses, particu-
larly, when compared with the shortest path routing. Analytical results ('OR-an' in 
the figure) correspond very well to simulation results. The optimization takes 
about 23s and 1800s for NSFnet network (of 420 paths) and EON network (of 
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1512 paths), respectively, when using a non-commercial Matlab solver on a Pen-
tium D, 3GHz computer. 
  
a) b) 
Fig. 7.15. Comparison of routing schemes a) NSFnet, b) EON. 
7.5.2.4 Conclusions 
In this Section we have proposed a non-linear optimization method for multi-path 
source routing problem in OBS networks. In this method we calculate a traffic 
splitting vector that determines a near-optimal distribution of traffic over routing 
paths. Since a conventional network loss model of an OBS network is complex we 
have introduced some simplifications. The references formulae for partial deriva-
tives are straightforward and very fast to compute. It makes the proposed non-
linear optimization method a viable alternative for linear programming formula-
tions based on piecewise linear approximations of the cost function. 
The simulation results demonstrate that our method effectively distributes the traf-
fic over the network and the network-wide burst loss probability can be signifi-
cantly reduced compared with the shortest path routing. 
7.6 TCP over OBS networks 
7.6.1 Introduction and state-of-the-art 
TCP is today the dominant transport protocol in Internet, and it is expected to con-
tinue to be used. As TCP is not specifically designed for a particular technology, 
modifying the standard TCP can lead to a performance optimization in specific 
environments. In this direction, a great amount of novel TCP versions have been 
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proposed for mobile networks, wireless mesh networks, and high speed networks 
such as optical switched networks. The development of TCP of the last years has 
covered three major topics: 1) making TCP more suitable for high speed environ-
ments and grid computing applications (e.g. Fast TCP and High Speed TCP), 2) 
making TCP more robust for non congestion events (e.g. TCP-NCR, TCP-PR and 
TCP-Aix), and 3) TCP for special environments and applications e.g. for wireless 
networks. 
In the context of OBS network, the problem of having TCP has been widely stud-
ied in the literature. The design of novel specific TCP implementation are consid-
ered in [89,114,115]. Nonetheless, there is no consensus in whether a completely 
new TCP version is needed, and which new TCP version should be standardized 
within all the proposals. In order to have some benchmarking reference, TCP 
Reno 0 and TCP Sack [30] are generally considered as they are the most popular 
versions in current networks. 
From the performance point of view, the main focus is put on the effect of the 
burstification delay on TCP behaviour [24,108,109]. In fact, the burstfication 
process can increase the value of the Round Trip Time and thus decrease the TCP 
throughput accordingly. At the same time, the high bandwidth delay product of the 
OBS networks contributes to enlarge faster the congestion window than in current 
networks and thus increase the TCP throughput [24,25]. As a consequence, the 
(timer and/or size) thresholds in the burstification process become important trade-
offs to achieve high TCP performance [108]. 
On the other hand, TCP over OBS suffers of the so called False Timeout effect 
[109]. Due to the bufferless nature of OBS core network and the one-way signal-
ling scheme, the OBS network is subject of random burst losses, even at low traf-
fic loads. The random burst loss may be falsely interpreted as network congestion 
by the TCP layer, which is therefore forced to timeout and to decrease the sending 
window. Some mechanisms based on burst retransmission are proposed to allevi-
ate the false timeout effect (e.g., [113]). 
The effect of the packet reordering is addressed in Section 7.6.2 where a layered 
framework to measure the reordering introduced by contention resolution strate-
gies in OBS networks is presented. In particular, characterization is based on the 
reordering metrics proposed by the IETF IPPM Working Group. The obtained re-
sults are twofold. First, they quantify the impact of burst reordering on TCP 
throughput performance, and secondly, they give insight into solving burst reor-
dering by well dimensioned buffers. 
7.6.2 Burst reordering impact on TCP over OBS networks 
7.6.2.1 Introduction 
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In this work, we follow a layered approach to study the viability of OBS as a car-
rier technology for TCP. Firstly, we quantify the introduced reordering at the OBS 
layer. With such purposes, we apply the reordering metrics presented by the IETF 
in [73], which provide us extensive information. First, they quantify the buffer 
size that should be placed at edge nodes to solve reordering at the OBS layer. This 
would permit the sending of already ordered packets to the IP layer, so that burst 
reordering would remain transparent to TCP. Second, in the case that reordering is 
left to the TCP layer, they provide information about the violation of the DUP-
ACK threshold due to reordering, which allows TCP performance estimation. 
It is widely known the effect of packet loss on TCP. In TCP Reno [1], the sender 
of a TCP session is notified of a packet loss by means of duplicate acknowledg-
ments. In this context, the TCP fast retransmit algorithm is invoked once the du-
plicate acknowledgment threshold (DUP-ACK) is reached. As a result, the miss-
ing packet is retransmitted and the sender's congestion window is halved, which 
decreases TCP throughput significantly. A similar situation occurs whether a 
packet becomes reordered. Note, that in the event of reaching the DUP-ACK 
threshold, TCP may consider a reordered packet as lost, even though it is only de-
layed and it would later be received. 
For the sake of generality, we quantify reordering in OBS networks under several 
contention resolution strategies. As in [33], we deal with Conv, Defl and FDL ba-
sic strategies and combinations of them. Because the order of application of each 
strategy is essential, combined strategies are named by a concatenation of the for-
mer's acronyms. In particular, performance of ConvFDL, ConvDefl, 
ConvFDLDefl and ConvDeflFDL is also here evaluated. 
7.6.2.2 Scenario under study 
With evaluation purposes, we implement the 16-node COST 266 reference net-
work [69]. For simplicity, all links have the same length of 200 km, which intro-
duces a link propagation delay of 1 ms. Network resources are dimensioned ac-
cording to a static traffic demand matrix, obtained from a 2006 European 
population model [69]. Particularly, a total demand of 9.9 Tbps is offered to the 
network which corresponds to 990 Erlangs for a 10 Gbps line rate. Then, wave-
length capacity is distributed in the network, so that shortest path routing leads to 
equal blocking probabilities on all links (i.e., dimensioning according to the Er-
lang model [58]). In this context, different network load situations can be achieved 
by overdimensioning wavelength capacity by a given factor (denoted as overdi-
mensioning factor in the figures). 
Regarding traffic characteristics, the burst departure process follows a Poisson 
process and burst length is exponentially distributed with mean 100 kbit [32]. In 
turn, in OBS nodes, the number of add/drop ports is unlimited and the switching 
matrix is non-blocking. Besides, the delay for burst control packet processing is 
compensated by a short extra FDL of appropriate length at the input of the node. 
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With contention resolution purposes, we assume one FDL per node with a certain 
number of wavelengths. The length of this FDL equals the mean burst transmis-
sion time, defined as the time needed to transmit an average sized burst (i.e., 10 μs 
for 100kbit bursts over 10Gbps data links). Note that the wavelengths of this FDL 
are shared and the number of wavelength converters per node is unlimited. None-
theless, if all wavelengths are occupied upon burst arrival in the FDL, the burst is 
discarded. 
7.6.2.4 Simulation results 
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the strategies Conv, ConvFDL, 
ConvDefl, ConvFDLDefl and ConvDeflFDL in an OBS scenario. We focus not 
only on burst loss probability, but also on introduced reordering, which harms 
TCP performance as well. Note that a complete characterization of reordering be-
comes important, especially when assessing a protocol's viability over a given 
network. With such an objective, the IETF IPPM working group has recently 
standardized a set of metrics [73] to characterize reordering effects in generic 
packet networks (e.g., OBS networks). In this section, three of them are selected 
and further quantified. 
Specifically, we evaluate reordering ratio, reordering extent and 3-reordering ratio, 
which provide a broad view of reordering in the scenario under study. To this end, 
we measure burst reordering between each demand source-destination pair and we 
provide global network statistics. Note, that if no wavelength conversion would 
have been feasible in the network, our conclusions on reordering would still be 
valid, as Conv is applied first in all schemes. In the evaluation, we assume 8 wave-
lengths in the FDLs mainly due to cost and hardware integration issues. Moreover, 
to avoid unnecessary load and high propagation delays in the network, we limit 
the number of deflections to 1. Previous works demonstrate that the improvements 
due to further deflections are marginal [32], as long as a reasonable amount of 
flexibility is allowed in the network. The results have been obtained using the 
event-driven simulation library IKRSimlib [8]. 
As can be seen in [82], for high and medium loads ConvDeflFDL introduces the 
highest reordering, followed by ConvFDLDefl, ConvDefl and ConvFDL. How-
ever, towards low loads, all strategies behave similarly in terms of reordering ra-
tio. Particularly, the introduced reordering ratio by Conv alone was there not 
evaluated. In fact, when applying this strategy all bursts travel along the same path 
and no buffering is used. Therefore, no reordering is introduced. Concerning burst 
loss probability, it was distinguished that for high loads the performance of all the 
strategies that use deflection routing (i.e., ConvDefl, ConvFDLDefl and Con-
vDeflFDL) is poor, as they overload an already highly loaded network. Nonethe-
less, towards lower loads, deflection (alone or combined) decrease burst loss 
probability rapidly, as enough network resources become available. The majority 
of studies coincide that in a realistic OBS scenario, burst blocking probabilities 
should range from 10-3 to 10-6. Particularly, in this operating range, all strategies 
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introduced the same reordering to the network. However, ConvDeflFDL provided 
the best performance regarding burst loss probability. At a first sight, this leads to 
the conclusion that this strategy may provide the best compromise between burst 
losses and introduced reordering. 
In addition, we analyze the possibility to restore burst order directly at the OBS 
layer. Then, already ordered packets could be sent to the IP layer, so that burst re-
ordering would remain transparent to TCP. With these purposes, a possible solu-
tion is the placement of buffers on a per flow basis at OBS edge nodes. Such buff-
ers would store incoming out-of-order bursts, waiting for the expected one to be 
received. In this context, the reordering extent metric provides information about 
the mean extent to which bursts are reordered. Therefore, this gives an idea of 
these buffers' size. 
As depicted in [82], deflection routing technique introduces large extents, in the 
order of one thousand. In fact, deflected bursts transverse at least one more hop 
than those that go through the direct path. This accounts for an additional propaga-
tion delay of 1 ms, which is two orders of magnitude greater than the mean burst 
transfer time (10 μs in our scenario). Conversely, the use of buffering such as in 
ConvFDL introduces relatively low extents. Hence, these strategies would enable 
the restoration of the burst order directly at the OBS layer by means of small buff-
ering capacities. It is noteworthy that towards low loads, the introduced extent by 
combined strategies tends to the former (e.g., towards low loads, ConvDeflFDL 
tends to ConvDefl). This is due to the fact that, in a low loaded network, conten-
tions can be solved in the first attempt in most situations. 
Until now, we have quantified the reordering ratio and introduced reordering ex-
tent for each contention resolution strategy under consideration. While the former 
provides a general view of what happens in the network, the latter evaluates the 
possibility to restore order directly in the OBS layer. Note that this information 
provides understanding about the origins of reordering and evaluates specific solu-
tions to restore it. However, it does not illustrate the direct implication of reorder-
ing on TCP. It is our goal now to quantify the n-reordering burst ratio. To this end, 
we assume n = 3, which matches TCP Reno operation [1]. 
Referring again to [82], it was shown that 3-reordering ratio increases along with 
the overdimensioning factor. This could be due to several reasons. For low loads, 
deflected bursts have more possibilities to succeed, which would increase 3-
reordering ratio. Moreover, for higher loads, since more reordering exists, this 
could decrease 3-reordering. For instance, let us assume a reordered burst. It may 
happen, that the following ones become also reordered, which could cause this one 
not to be 3-reordered. Further looking at the obtained results there depicted, it can 
be seen that buffering technique introduces less 3-reordering ratio than deflection, 
outperforming ConvFDL all the remainder strategies. For better illustration, abso-
lute 3-reordering ratio was also evaluated in [82]. In fact, it quantifies the ratio of 
received packets, which become 3-reordered or more. The obtained results pre-
sented a behaviour inline with the reordering packet ratio. For high loads, differ-
ences between the strategies can be appreciated, outperforming ConvFDL the re-
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mainder ones. However, towards lower loads, in a more realistic OBS scenario, all 
strategies behave equally. 
7.6.2.4 Impact of Burst Reordering on TCP Performance 
In this section, we quantify the impact of burst reordering on final TCP through-
put. Taking into account the already measured 3-reordering ratio at the burst layer 
in [82], we derive a worst case situation for 3-reordering packet ratio. Then, con-
sidering both burst reordering and burst loss pernicious effects, we provide a new 
figure of merit, called PFR, which quantifies the probability to invoke fast re-
transmit algorithm in TCP Reno. Finally, as the key point of this work, we esti-
mate the theoretical TCP throughput over the scenario under study, which allows 
us to conclude on its viability. 
For the n-reordering packet ratio, and according to the definition presented in 
[73], only the first packet contained in an n-reordered burst is considered as n-
reordered. Intuitively, this leads to think that an upper bound for the n-reordering 
packet ratio is given when exactly 1 packet of the TCP flow under study is con-
tained in each burst. One should remind, that the n-reordering packet ratio is 
measured on a per TCP flow basis. Therefore, only those packets belonging to the 
TCP flow under study are considered (bursts can be composed of more packets ar-
riving from different TCP sessions). To validate this intuitive assumption, analyti-
cal derivations were provided in [82]. Particularly, it was concluded that the fol-
lowing equation must hold to ensure the worst case assumption 
( ) 1 , , .rr r r p r
p p
nP N n P N n n N
n n
⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤≥ ≥ ≥ ∈⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠  (7.10) 
where P(Nr ≥ nr) denote the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function 
(CCDF) of a burst to become at least nr-reordered and np stays for the number of 
packets of the same TCP flow per burst. In [82], it was obtained the CCDF of the 
burst n-reordering ratio for each strategy under study. Indeed, for nr = 3 and 
nr∈N, the gathered results accomplished in equation (10). This demonstrates that 
the assumption of having one packet of the same TCP flow under study to be con-
tained in each burst truly contemplates the worst case scenario for the 3-reordering 
ratio. 
This analysis allows us to estimate a worst case for the final TCP throughput, sup-
posing that TCP runs over the network under study. According to the conclusion 
above, we assume that 1 packet per TCP flow is contained in each burst. In such a 
case, 3-reordering packet ratio coincides with the already measured 3-reordering 
burst ratio. Furthermore, we consider that upon contention a burst is entirely 
dropped. Thus, packet loss probability PL equals to burst loss probability PB. Note 
that if the receiver does not use selective acknowledgments and the sender uses 
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the basic congestion control presented in [1], reordering has the same effect as 
packet loss. In fact, reordered packets which exceed the DUP-ACK threshold also 
trigger the fast retransmit algorithm (i.e., as if they would have been lost). Hence, 
whether P(Nr* ≥ nr) identifies the CCDF function of a packet to become at least 
nr-reordered, the probability to invoke fast retransmit algorithm can be stated as 




Fig. 7.16. a) Probability to trigger TCP fast retransmit (worst case scenario), b) Theoretic TCP 
throughput (bits/s) according to the model proposed in [78]. 
In Fig. 7.16(a), we depict the upper bound for PFR for a DUP-ACK threshold set to 
3. In particular, it is obtained as PFR = P(Nr ≥ 3) + PB, using the results presented 
in [82]. As seen, for high loads, Conv and ConvFDL lead to better results, due to 
the lower reordering they introduce. However, for lower loads, all combined 
strategies provide similar performance. This is due to the fact that along this 
range, 3 reordering ratio dominates in front of PL. The fact that Conv alone pro-
vides substantially worse performance demonstrates the need for additional con-
tention resolution in OBS networks. 
Up to now, several analyses have been proposed in the literature to model the 
steady state throughput of a TCP connection. In [78] a model, which considered 
both congestion avoidance phase and retransmissions caused by time out, is de-
veloped and an approximated formula for the throughput BTCP of a TCP session is 
given. 
Fig. 7.16(b) illustrates, for different RTT values, the theoretical TCP throughput 
according to this model. Mainly, it depicts BTCP and the limitation due to the re-
ceiver limitation window, both function of p (the total packet loss probability 
along the path, or PFR since, in this scenario, 3-reordering has the same effect as 
packet loss). In this way, given a certain p, the theoretical TCP throughput will be 
the minimum of both curves. 
As mentioned earlier, OBS networks are usually dimensioned to achieve burst loss 
probabilities ranging from 10-3 to 10-6. Looking at Fig. 7.16(a), a network dimen-
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sioned to achieve these values (from the results presented in [82], overdimension-
ing the network by 1.25 - 1.35) would experience PFR values from 10-2 to 10-3, de-
pending on the strategy used. Observing now Fig. 7.16(b), we find that, for these p 
values, the performance of TCP is highly affected by the reordering introduced at 
the OBS layer. In fact, to assure the proper performance of TCP, p should be 
lower than 10-3, so that the limiting factor would be the receiver advertised win-
dow, rather than the reordering introduced in the network. This demonstrates that 
reordering should be also considered when dimensioning an OBS network for 
TCP traffic. As seen, its impact on TCP is much more significant than PL in the 
range of operation of typical OBS networks. Moreover, as far as TCP performance 
is concerned, almost all combined contention resolution strategies under study be-
have similarly. Although we mentioned earlier that ConvDeflFDL may outperform 
the remainder, such improvements are hidden by the fact that 3-reordering domi-
nates in front of PL. 
7.6.2.6 Conclusions 
In this section, we propose a layered framework to quantify the impact of burst re-
ordering on TCP performance. First of all, we measure the reordering introduced 
by several contention resolution strategies. With such purposes in mind, we use 
the packet reorder metrics proposed by the IETF. Two different approaches to 
tackle reordering in an OBS scenario have been highlighted and subsequently 
evaluated. On the one hand, reordering can be solved directly at the OBS layer, by 
means of well dimensioned buffers. On the other hand, reordering can be left to 
higher layers, expecting this one to be solved by them. 
For the former strategy, we quantify the size of the buffers which should be placed 
at OBS edge nodes on a per flow basis. Following this line, we find that deflection 
routing prohibits this solution, since the introduced extents are extremely high. 
Conversely, we demonstrate that buffering introduces significantly lower extents, 
which would, a priori, enable this strategy. 
For the latter strategy, we focus on its impact on final TCP Reno performance. We 
propose a new figure of merit, named PFR, which considers not only the pernicious 
effects from packet loss, but also the ones from caused by reordering. This allows 
us to conclude, based on the model proposed by [78] that the usual OBS operating 
range fits no more. On the contrary, network should be dimensioned taking into 
account not only burst loss probability, but also burst reordering introduced by 
contention resolution. 
7.7 Conclusions 
Ten years ago, the growth of the Internet and its bursty statistical characteristic 
were the main drivers to develop innovative data-centric optical transport net-
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works. In this context the optical burst switching (OBS) and optical packet switch-
ing (OPS) technologies were proposed as promising network solutions overcom-
ing the typical inefficiency of the circuit switching network. In fact they were de-
signed with the aim of optimising the utilisation of the WDM channels by means 
of fast and highly dynamic resource allocation based on a statistical multiplexing 
scheme. 
These ten years of research activities in OPS and OBS covered different, exten-
sively and heterogeneous topics: novel switch architecture with no, partial or full 
wavelength conversion, multi-switching architecture, efficient scheduling algo-
rithms, routing with traffic engineering capability, mechanisms to support QoS, 
novel TCP mechanism to enhance the random loss behaviour of the OPS/OBS 
networks, protection and restoration mechanisms, etc. Some of these topics have 
been reviewed in this chapter. An important issue which is a hot topic of current 
research activity is the deployment of control plane in OBS/OPS networks. As a 
solution, some studies have initiated to consider a common control plane based for 
example on the generalised MPLS protocol (GMPLS). Having a common control 
plane might be desired, in particular, in the context of coexistence of different 
switching technologies and of the network migration towards all-optical networks. 
Therefore, the loop can be closed allowing the continuous deployment of optical 
circuit switching, OBS and OPS. 
Nonetheless, nowadays OPS/OBS are still not feasible since the majority of the 
required optical devices are not commercially available or even not proved in 
laboratory. This situation creates some slowdown interest in these fields. To move 
up and gain insight into OPS/OBS, a more strict cooperation between interdisci-
plinary areas is desired: researchers in photonic material, optical communication 
and optical networking should dedicate efforts in defining clear requirements, rec-
ommendations and guidelines and proposing viable solutions. 
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